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1. Introduction
Why puzzles matter
Puzzles are the flesh and bones of an escape room (ER), and also the main
trigger to learning in an educational escape room (EER). Any ER can be
boiled down to a few key elements, as illustrated in the Star model presented
in the SchoolBreak Handbook #2 Designing educational escape rooms - and
puzzles are one of them.
From a game mechanics point of view, puzzles are the concrete challenge
against which players fight, the practical obstacles preventing the escape
and success; they are how players can find clues to unlock padlocks, open
doors, reveal secrets and in general make progress towards the end of the
game. From an instructional point of view, puzzles are where learner’s
knowledge and competences are challenged and tested, they are the
concrete motivators to learn.
To make a long story short, developing puzzles is paramount for creating a
good escape room. But how do good puzzles look? How are they designed?
This is the subject of this Schoolreak Handbook.

About this handbook
The SchoolBreak project included some face-to-face transnational
gatherings for sharing the project’s experience - but of course all this became
impossible after the outbreak of the pandemic crisis in Spring 2020. This
handbook collects the contributions that SchoolBreak partners prepared for
the online webinar on Puzzles that was nonetheless organized and
successfully run twice. These webinars also included a part on how to
develop plots for EER and how to integrate puzzles into them. This topic has
been covered in SchoolBreak Handbook #5.
At first Julie Mulvey (UK) provides some insights on the features that all ER
puzzles should have, and on how they interact with the other elements in the
ER. Luca Botturi and Masiar Babazadeh (CH) then discuss physical puzzles,
i.e., those where players also have to use their bodies along with their minds:
this opens new spaces, as we tend to focus educational games only on
cognitive tasks. Annette Kern (DE) provides a useful guide to transform
“classic” test items into ER puzzles, by combining questions with clues.
Finally, the Irish team provides insights on how technologies can help create
more engaging puzzles for challenging EERs.
We hope you enjoy the reading and get inspired to create challenging and
stimulating learning puzzles for your EERs!
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2. General issues about puzzles in Escape Rooms
By Julie Mulvey

Escape Room (ER) puzzles are not just a matter of mental abilities but are
centred around interaction with physical objects and/or the physical
environment. When we talk about Educational Escape Rooms (EER), we are
referring to Escape Rooms that are designed to engage teachers and
students with a set of known learning outcomes, i.e., designed specifically to
work through a topic, problem or skills set within groups.
Puzzle design
An educational escape room should foster engagement and interest in the
topic so that you can possibly look at delivering the teaching of topics in a
completely different way that will also bring about new learning opportunities.
The design of EER puzzles should therefore consider all the elements of that
specific EER, as outlined in the Star design model presented in Handbook
#2.
Targeting learning goals
The first thing to consider when choosing puzzles for an escape room based
around a certain topic, is to make sure that the puzzles are related to the
learning topic. Indeed, each puzzle is a learning opportunity through an
interactive experience that can be reprised during the debriefing, and as such
should not be missed. Of course, some puzzles can be conceived
instrumentally, just to “warm up” the players, or to let them discover a specific
mechanism that will be later reused with more complex content.
The first question to be asked is then: how does this puzzle relate to the
learning goals of the game?
Making the narrative interactive
The main immersive element in an ER of any kind is its narrative, and puzzles
should provide an interactive moment within the story itself. On the other
hand, when poorly designed, puzzles might disrupt the narrative. For
example, finding coordinates on a map makes a lot of sense in a piratesthemed room, but in the same room it would be difficult to explain a puzzle
consisting in guessing a password to open a computer.
An important question to ask is therefore: do the puzzles relate to the
narrative? Are they believable in its fictional world?
Sustaining the game-flow
Puzzles are so to say the practical part of the game and are deeply
connected to the game experience and flow. It is paramount that puzzles are
not too easy, or the game will not be a real challenge; but again, they must
be solvable so ensure they are not too complex that the players struggle and
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cannot move forward. Such a balance can only be achieved carefully
considering the players and through testing.
When using the puzzles always try and outline the objectives for each puzzle
so that the players know and understand the rules from the outset. Once the
rules are outlined try and use the same format for each puzzle to provide
some consistency of experience.
Nonetheless, players might get stuck, and steps should be taken to allow
them to proceed, or this will generate too much frustration, depleting learning.
For example, to ensure that all puzzles are solvable, can you provide the
lead observer or game master a Room Key or solutions sheet, along with
clues for the players, should they be needed. You might also provide a
replacement puzzle to help the players move forward in case they get stuck.
When working through puzzles try and incorporate some method of letting
the players know their progress which will help direct and navigate them
through the environment. Ensure that if the escape room pathways have
different groups of players engaging with different puzzles at the same time,
that the progress remains the same if that is appropriate for the narrative.
Conspicuousness
It is paramount that puzzles look like puzzles, i.e., as things that should be
solved or that can deliver information. Of course, a puzzle might be hidden,
and other objects can seem puzzles when they are not – and these are one
type of red herrings – but it would be extremely frustrating for players not to
solve an ER just because they overlooked a puzzle which did not seem
something to be solved.
Also, players should easily understand when a puzzle is correctly solved
(e.g., because a lock gets unlocked) or not. Nothing is more frustrating than
discovering too late that some puzzle had already been solved but nobody
noticed because there was no clue that the solution was right. This also
applied to padlocks: it should be clear to players when they are locked or
unlocked (it is not always the case, e.g. with smaller padlocks).
Balancing the overall ER design
An ER with too few puzzles would likely seem like a poorly told story; but an
ER with too many puzzles is likely to be experienced like an exam. Think
about the optimum number of puzzles that need to go into your escape room,
so consider the length of time each puzzle should take, how long to move
around the environment and do you have enough time allocated to complete
them all and review their findings.
Also, think about how many people are needed to solve each puzzle and
think about whether the puzzle encourages teamwork.
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Puzzle and physical items
ER puzzles are proposed and solved through physical items that players find
during the game. The physical features of puzzles are at least as important
as their design.
Robustness
The first thing to consider when choosing the puzzles should be the
robustness of the puzzle. Puzzles can be handled in many unforeseen ways,
and they should also resist wrong handling or the application of physical
force. Can a puzzle be broken? Do you have a backup plan in mind? Can
puzzles be quickly replaced or interchanged if required? The selection of
materials becomes very important here.
This is particularly important if the room has to be quickly “rebooted”, and it
also applies to any prop in the room (except that it is likely an ER can be
played with some missing prop, but not with a missing puzzle). Check
whether items need to be replaced regularly and have them on standby, and
do you have backup puzzles if needed. Also, check that the locks always
work correctly and can be easily reset.
Accessibility and inclusiveness
We encourage you to spend time considering whether the puzzles and the
environment are accessible and inclusive, e.g., for low-sighted people or for
people with different disabilities. Here is a list of issues to be considered:
•

•
•
•

Can puzzles be easily viewed, i.e. is the text or image large enough? Or
have you provided additional tools such as a magnifying glass? Can
puzzles in braille be provided as an alternative?
If auditory clues are being given, are the sounds clear enough to people
with hearing difficulties or can alternative formats be provided?
With lighting clues, ensure that they are safe to use, i.e., consider the
impact of flashing lights, colour blindness, etc.
Are the physical puzzles easy to manipulate? Do they require additional
physical force?

Of course, such questions should also be asked when working with digital
materials, for example considering W3C indications for accessibility.
Importantly, have the puzzles/items been tested for a range of different
users, such as teachers, students from different year groups? Think about
your target audience at all times!
Conclusion
ER puzzles provide a real connection to the room by providing a tactile
experience of solving puzzles in an interactive environment. The puzzles
relate to the learning outcomes and so the learning experience becomes a
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fun activity. Make sure that the puzzles connect groups together, so that they
work with a common goal to provide the end goal of active learning. Of
course, the puzzles whilst challenging, solvable, and fun should provide the
players with a new or deeper understanding of the topic at hand.
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3. Physical puzzles
By Masiar Babazadeh and Luca Botturi

We tend to think of puzzles as something mainly cognitive, some sort of
mind-blower - but puzzles in an EER can also entail bodily engagement –
these are what we call physical puzzles. They may require physical force,
motor skills, collaboration, or coordination. Imagine being locked in a room
with a hard-to-reach key: you would either need the help of somebody to grab
the key or find some tool to help you get it. Physical puzzles might also
involve some cognitive skills, but they are all about physically "doing"
something. They often offer a pleasant change of pace in the mode of
operation within an ER, by shifting from pure mental and cognitive puzzle
solving to a more physical skill-related action.
Within the EER domain, physical puzzles can be highly significant, especially
for younger players. EER designers may associate the development of motor
skills as part of the learning goals of the EER, while providing an opportunity
for different (non-mental) collaboration.
It is important to notice that many physical puzzles are often less accessible
for people with disabilities: running in a different room, reaching or lifting
something may not be suited for some players. It is important to keep these
constraints to offer a fun and entertaining learning and playing experience
for everybody.
Different dimensions of physical puzzles
We start by analysing four different dimensions of physical puzzles. All the
types of physical puzzles presented in the following can entail a degree of
the following dimension.
•

•

•

•
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Force/speed. Puzzles that require some force or speed. For example,
lifting a weight to reveal a hidden clue, or running somewhere within a
time limit.
Dexterity. Puzzles that require precision to be solved. For example, a key
may be stored behind a plexiglass screen with two small holes, and
players only have two long sticks and have to coordinate their
movements to get the key and bring it to the surface.
Teamwork. Players need to collaborate in order to solve a physical
puzzle. For example, holding hands to close a circuit which has the two
ends on both sides of the room: players need to form a chain holding
hands in order to close the circuit and unlock the next door.
Cognition. Tasks that entail symbolic elaboration. For example, solving a
Rubik's cube in order to show a message on one of its sides. It requires
physical interaction and cognitive work to solve it and show the hidden
clue.

Types of physical puzzles
We analysed eight different types of physical puzzles. Every type of puzzle
can be identified in the spectrum of the dimensions we mentioned in the
previous chapter. For each type of puzzle, we will briefly explain what it is
about and give some examples.

Exploration
Exploration is the act of exploring objects or portions of space in a room.
During an escape room session, the first thing players do is usually explore
the available space for clues or puzzles. It takes attention and method in
order not to miss any detail and not to waste time by having to explore the
same place again if something is missed. It may or may not require some
motor skills, for example removing a cover, or lifting an object.
Examples of exploration puzzles are related to hiding clues and puzzles
around. Exploring the visible (and hidden!) drawers of an old desk or
removing the case from an old computer to look for clues (and discover what
a computer looks like from the inside!).
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Figure 1: Looking for clues in old computer cases!

Figure 1 shows teachers during the continuing education course on
educational escape rooms playing Hack the Internet ( http://www.schoolbreak.eu/escape-rooms). At the start of the playing session, players found
themselves with some old computer cases on some tables. The picture
shows some of them looking inside the computer cases to find clues, while
others are already working on the hidden puzzle inside the case.

Movement
Movement physical puzzles are all about moving around (and out of) the
escape room area. It's an obvious time-consuming activity and may get
frenzy.
Moving around the ER to fetch objects from one side of the room and bringing
them to the other is one example of movement within an ER and within a
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puzzle; even more interesting could be hiding something outside the ER area
and sending one of the players to fetch it. Who will it be, the fastest one, or
somebody that is skilled in solving puzzles? Should more than one person
go? Should all go? All these questions can be a challenge in an environment
where there is a time limit and speed, both physical and mental, becomes
important.
Examples of movement in a puzzle may include rushing to the library to get
a given book, which may contain the clue to the next puzzle. Bringing tools
from one room to another to solve a puzzle is a good example that entails
some degree of cognition, speed, and strength: if you have to move a
microscope from the biology class to the ER area you may need to know
where to find it, how it looks like, and be strong enough to lift one and bring
it elsewhere.

Figure 2: Players during a puzzle in an educational escape room

Figure 2 shows a physical puzzle in an entirely physical escape room
developed for early-grades primary school children. Players had to perform
a sack race from one side of the gym to the other to fetch an item and bring
it back to the start. In this case the game master would check if the players
performed the action correctly (that is, nobody cheated), and acknowledge
the completion of the puzzle.
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Transport
Transporting an object from one place to another is a common type of
physical puzzle that could be tightly coupled with the "speed" type of puzzle.
It can be a very important motor skill for little ones, but can still be challenging
for many adults, especially if the path to follow includes obstacles. Carrying
heavy or bulky objects may also require collaboration.
For example, carrying a mug full of water down narrow stairs to fill a vase
can be an interesting transport puzzle: the water has to be carefully
transported and not spilled in order to fill the vase (and make a key float to
surface!). Another example could be moving a heavy object to discover
something underneath it. Imagine locking the legs of a drawer to the ground,
one all the locks have been opened the team can move the drawer and find
a key under it!

Reach out
Some key items in an escape room may be easy to see but hard to reach.
The reach out type of puzzle encompasses all situations in which there are
one or more objects that may be physically impossible to reach without
proper equipment. The tools used to reach the (key) items can be hidden in
the room or have to be constructed and/or manipulated in order to help the
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player reach what they need. Some of these puzzles may also include team
collaboration.
Examples of these puzzles can be keys or keycards hanging somewhere in
the room in a hard-to-reach place. Players would need to find a cane with a
hook on one of the ends in order to reach the keys and open the next lock.
Collecting an item at the bottom of a deep hole filled with different items (red
herrings) can also be an example of a reach out puzzle: players would need
coordination in order to get the right item by using a fishing rod with a magnet
at the end of the fishing line.

Construction
Construction puzzles require the players to use the items they find to build
something out of them. Some other times may not be straightforward to use
but should rather be placed in the right spot or directed in the right way. Motor
and cognitive skills can be involved if many pieces have to be put together,
or to understand where something must be placed.
For example, referring to the reach out type of puzzle, players may find
themselves with different parts of a fishing rod and might need to understand
how to build the rod before using it. A room may also make use of an
electronic device: players would need to find the batteries and correctly place
them in order to use the device.
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Figure 3: Sextant build for an escape room

Figure 3 shows a sextant that was built for an educational escape room on
mathematics and visual arts. Players would need to find the pieces of the
sextant (the top one, the bottom one, and the laser pointer) and build it
correctly. Then they would need to find where to place it (where the tape is
in the picture) and find the correct angle to discover a clue for the next puzzle.

Performance
Performance is about physical "exercise" in an escape room. A performance
puzzle is not always easy to be assessed by a device (i.e., a lock) thus it may
entail the participation of the game master assessing the correct resolution
of the puzzle.
Performance puzzles work best in a gym. One example could be requiring
the players to place at least 10 stones from one basket on the ground to
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another basket high on a shelf. Depending on the situation, players would
need to run, jump, and aim in order to "solve" the puzzle. The game master
would assess the correctness of the exercises performed and keep track of
the number of stones inside the basket. Another interesting example could
be placing a clue high on a basketball ring: players would need to throw a
ball in order to make the clue fall, requiring them physical strength and
precision while aiming and shooting.

Figure 4: A player dashing through dangling ropes

Figure 4 shows a player in the physical escape room previously mentioned
rushing through dangling ropes. To correctly solve the puzzle the players had
to run through the ropes without being hit. The game master would assess if
a player was hit and make them start again.
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Manipulation
Manipulating and/or putting objects together may be part of an escape room.
It might entail observation and imagination to be able to figure how something
must be manipulated, especially if it's an everyday object! By manipulating
the objects, players may discover clues hidden within it, or somewhere on it.
A very simple example of manipulation could be the use of a Rubik's cube.
Players wouldn't need to solve the cube entirely, but clues could be hidden
on the completed faces of the cube, so players could still solve each face
one by one and note down what's written. By exploiting the cube's colors, a
game master could write numbers on them, which could give the order in
which a color lock is unlocked. To this extent, even a jigsaw may be used for
a manipulation puzzle, either a 2D or 3D jigsaw could have a hidden
message revealed as soon as the puzzle is completed. Placing colored
bottles in the correct order to make a clue appear can also be a form of
manipulation.

Dexterity (fine-motor puzzles)
Some "less conventional" padlocks may require fine motor skills along with
imagination and cognitive effort in order to be unlocked. By moving an object
in a very precise way, be it in a maze or hidden under a drawer and held by
a magnet, players can solve the puzzle with clever and precise moves.
Small wall-hanged mazes can be used for such type of puzzles: players
would require moving an object inside the maze (covered by, for example,
plexiglass) by using chopsticks (through small holes) or a magnet in order to
bring the key item at the end of the maze where they can be fetched.
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Figure 5: Examples of fine-motor puzzles

Figure 5 shows some examples of off-the-shelf fine-motor puzzles. Each
puzzle requires fine-motor skills to be solved, be it moving the hook through
the wire without touching it or finding the way in a wooden maze.
Physical puzzle dimensions
To provide a sort of overview, we tried to map the presented physical puzzles
in the dimensions we presented above. The result is a map highlighting for
each puzzle how prominent dimensions are.
Figure 6 shows the diagram representing each of the eight puzzle types
presented in the map of dimensions analysed. We can see how, for example,
movement puzzles require no cognitive work, while manipulation may require
a high cognitive work while requiring almost no force/speed. Such a diagram
helps visualise the dimensions and pick a type of physical puzzle given the
need of the escape room in the escape room design phase.
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5. How to transform test questions into escape room puzzles
By Annette Kern

While educational escape rooms may be used to introduce learners to new
topics and provide opportunities to gain skills and competences, they may
also be applied as a way of review and assessment at the end of a teaching
unit. Instead of using “conventional” assessment questions in a written exam
type format, escape rooms can serve as an alternative, fun method to check
learners’ understanding. There are simple ways of transforming test
questions into escape room puzzles, as will be demonstrated below.
The starting point: conventional assessment questions
There are a multitude of test question formats. Some question formats are
very suitable for transformation into puzzles, others are not. Roughly
speaking, closed questions are much more straightforward to transform than
open questions. For example, essay questions, reflection tasks, discussion
questions and the like will be almost impossible to transform. However, the
following formats work very well:
• Matching Tasks
• True/False Questions
• Sequence questions like chain of effects / find the right sequence
• Crossword / finding terms or definitions / fill in the blanks / labelling
• Spot mistakes
• Multiple Choice Questions
• Calculations
• Etc.
Keeping these formats in mind, the basic idea of transformation is as
follows.
Questions → Clues → Number codes
The original question format remains, but when the task is completed
correctly, some sort of clue for solving the puzzle is generated. With some
imagination and combination, participants will catch the clue and get to the
solution. In these examples, all of the solutions come in the form of numbers,
as these are very convenient and easy to use for padlocks, e.g., in escape
boxes.
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Example 1: Matching Task
Matching tasks are a common type of assessment, e.g., relating terms to
their definitions, finding the correct synonyms, antonyms or translations, or
matching illustrations with their denominations. In the example presented
here, national flags have to be matched with the corresponding country
name. The original question asks the students to link the matching parts with
a line.
The transformed version looks nearly the same, except that it has some
distractor flags with no matches (not necessary, just another addition), and
more importantly: there are some bubbles with numbers in the middle. Also:
You can see that a little marker has been added to the pieces to be matched,
to indicate where the linking lines should hit.
Now, if students draw their (straight!) lines correctly, those lines will cross out
some of the numbers, while some others will remain and ‘stand out’ at the
end. Those numbers (digits) are the clue and together, from top to bottom,
form the three-digit solution code (in this case: 8-7-3).
For the code to be found, both the assessment question (matching the flags)
and the clue (reading the numbers standing out) need to be solved correctly
– combining the knowledge element with the fun element.
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Example 2: Ordering/finding the right sequence
A second example involves a task in which the right order of a given set of
items has to be found – applicable to the chronology of events, to chains of
causes and effects, or rankings, for example.
To illustrate the transformation for this type of test question, a given list of
countries is to be ordered by their population size, from top to bottom. In the
original format, the countries’ names, each printed on a paper strip, would
have to be rearranged accordingly. The transformed version works the same,
except that a number or mathematical operator appears next to each country
name. Once students have completed the ranking, a series of mathematical
operations appears from top to bottom. Catching this as the clue, the
calculation can be solved, with the result yielding the three-digit code (in the
example: 1-0-5). By contrast, if the order of numbers and operators doesn’t
make sense, the students will understand that they have not found the right
ranking yet, i.e., get a hint to revise their solution.
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Example 3: True/false questions
Here is a suggestion for the transformation of true/false questions into
escape room puzzles. It needs some additional preparation in the form of
cutting out little pieces of paper from the task cards.
To get started, select or create a number of true/false questions – there
should be an equal number of ‘true’ and ‘false’ ones. Then, prepare pieces
of cardboard on which you print one true and one false statement each with
a ‘thumb up’, as shown by the illustrations below. In the middle of each paper
there is a digit ‘8’ of which some parts are black colored and other parts are
cut out (green in the illustration). Players who catch this clue will try and
arrange the cards in a way that a digit is revealed. When the cards are turned
the right way around (i.e., the ‘true’ statements are showing a thumb up, while
the false one a thumb down) and stacked neatly on top of each other, the
black parts are forming the solution digit (in the example: a 3). Note that any
wrongly turned card will change the digit to a wrong one, so it’s not sufficient
to turn the cards until some digit shows up.
Repeat this with more questions to yield a three-digit code.

Example 4: Finding terms
The final example concerns the question format which asks students for
terms – applicable e.g., in vocabulary tests, labelling tasks, crosswords or
fill-in-the-blanks questions.
Below, the transformation is applied to an assignment asking students to
reproduce the names of famous European monuments shown on a picture.
The original version simply has blank spaces (lines) to write the names onto.
In the transformed version, by contrast, boxes for each individual letter are
given. Some boxes are colored in one of three different colors (red, blue,
19

yellow), and there’s an explicit clue given at the top about the order of these
three colors. Now, if students complete the assignment correctly and ‘read’
the colored boxes in the order of appearance, the respective letters combine
to numbers in words (here: ‘nine’ in blue, ‘one’ in yellow, ‘five’ in red). Making
use of the clue about the order, they will get to the three-digit code 9-5-1.

Final remarks
The examples were meant to demonstrate how easily various types of
common test questions may be turned into escape room puzzles. Naturally,
many other variations may be found, and there is much room for creativity –
while the assessment component may still remain intact.
Happy transforming!
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6. How technology can be used to create more immersive puzzles
By Seamus Hoyne, Pamela O’Brien, Natasha Kiely, Kelly O’Brien, David
Byrne, Michael Winterburn

There are many traditional ways we might present puzzles. Some are
tangible and require us to use our hands, some are logical and require us to
work something out with and paper. But oftentimes they fall under the usual
examples of combination locks, paper, puzzle boxes, etc. However, we are
not confined to using just these options, as we are now part of the digital age,
and there is a wealth of technologies we can choose from to expand our
puzzles, helping to make them even more immersive than before. While
some may require a knowledge of programming, many are quite basic, and
even offer an opportunity to learn or teach computer programming in
themselves.
Websites
Website Rooms are escape rooms built as websites. These can be very
simple (e.g., using something like Microsoft Powerpoint) or quite complex.
How the developer wishes to set up the website is completely up to him/her,
but it might involve the player following links to external web pages to find
codes or trying to crack codes with puzzles presented to them.
This requires some knowledge of web design but again this is also a great
resource for introducing students to web design and programming. Also,
Website Rooms have a near-to-zero reboot time.
For example, the Hack the Internet ER on the SchoolBreak website is largely
web-based.
Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality (AR) involves using an interface like a Tablet, Mobile
Phone, or even wearables like Google Glass to see digitally placed objects
in a real-world setting. It can present the world around the player using it in
a different light and even make them use objects in their surroundings in
ways that otherwise might not be of use in a normal Escape Room
environment (e.g., bringing toys to life, etc.).
Pokemon Go is a great example of a successful VR application that gave the
illusion of a Pokemon being right in front of the player. Augmented Reality
requires some knowledge of programming and 3D graphics but also presents
itself as a unique and fun way of teaching students how to code and design
for AR and game design.
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Virtual Reality
Very like Augmented reality, Virtual Reality (VR) has risen to the forefront in
recent years with big leaps in technology progression. Like AR it creates an
interactive virtual environment for the user, however it is much more
immersive than AR, as the player must wear a headset with headphones
through which they will experience their ‘virtual reality’.
Virtual reality is a wonderful tool for tricking the logical brain into thinking the
viewer is somewhere else and is a great way of creating ERs that might not
be possible in the real world. In VR the laws of physics do not limit the player
and exciting new puzzles can be created. It requires some knowledge of
game design, programming and 3D graphics, but again, like AR is a great
way to introduce students to these subjects.
Robotics/ Electronics
Technology can also be utilised as part of physical puzzles in Escape
Rooms. There are numerous resources for creating electronic puzzles. The
LIT presented an electronic lock box that requires a puzzle to be figured out.
If the player gets the answer right the electronic lock unlocks. These are not
difficult to program and require only very basic knowledge of electronics and
programming to create.
Programmable boards such as Micro:bit and Arduino can be used, or for
more versatility one might also use a Raspberry Pi.

Robots can also be incorporated as physical components of Escape Rooms.
They can be utilised to interact with players as a character or collect
information from the players. An example of such use is the LIT team’s robot
Talula who was demoed at Maker Faire Rome 2018.
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Talula asked children what their name was. The child could then input their
name into the software connected to Talula and Talula would greet them
personally. This results again, in a very immersive and personal environment
for the player in an Escape Room situation which leads to a fun and engaging
format of teaching subjects that might otherwise present themselves as
intimidating and/ or difficult.
The Thymio ER on the SchoolBreak website also uses Thymio robots as part
of its puzzles.
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